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Be a part of something big
 NEXSO is for innovators, development stakeholders, investors & entrepreneurs; connects individuals & organizations with opportunities and funding resources in Latin America & the Caribbean.
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What is NEXSO?





NEXSO is a community-driven platform that promotes solutions for social impact. The platform will increase systemic social, environmental and economic impact through promoting and marketing innovative solutions for the development community in Latin America and the Caribbean.















Join a challenge
Do you have a solution for one of these problems? Submit it to a challenge for the opportunity to receive support or other rewards.
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Financing the New Urban Agenda




Globally, $4.5 – $5.4 trillion is needed to fill the urban infrastructure finance gap. Only 3% of this amount is available through official development assistance (ODA).
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Promoting territorial development




Only 1.5% of the world’s land is home to half of its production. Thick and persistent divisions between places doing well and those that are not are exacerbating inequalities and human suffering, fueling discontent and disrupting development.
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Enhancing urban resilience to climate change and disaster risks




As cities grow, so does their exposure and vulnerability to natural disasters. With over 90% of all urban centers located in coastal areas, cities are facing increasing risks from devastating hurricanes, floods, and other natural hazards that are becoming more frequent, intense, and severe due to climate change.
















Not here for a challenge?
Pitch your solution anytime in NEXSO
These direct applications will not be considered in challenges.
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Follow our blog
A collection of stories and articles from the NEXSO community and beyond.









   May 8, 2018 in Blog Multiplicando propuestas: Premio impulsando Ideas Innovadoras a través de NEXSO

Desde 2010, Avina, Citi y Fundación La Nación vienen reconociendo el esfuerzo de las microfinanzas en el país a través de la entrega de Premios a numerosos microemprendedores argentinos. En…
 Read More 
   May 8, 2018 in Blog Yves Lesenfants: “Convertir una idea en una solución”

Una presentación breve y atractiva de tu propuesta puede no solo conectar más rápido con quienes estén interesados en ella, sino ofrecer una aproximación más eficaz, que permita mejorar sus…
 Read More 
   May 8, 2018 in Blog Promoviendo el desarrollo en barrios marginalizados en Argentina

Desde 1992 Fundación Pro Vivienda Social ha trabajado con vecinos, entidades privadas, el Estado y organismos internacionales y locales para promover el Desarrollo Barrial en barrios marginalizados en el Noroeste…
 Read More 
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 [image: ]  How we chose our website designers for the new site 
 By Carol | Blog, Featured
Overview
It’s been a solid year and projects have constantly been changed throughout each quarter to be re-prioritised. One of the tasks we were challenged was due to the increased importance of having a quality website built. Over the years, we’ve tried and tested many different solutions to find the best website designers. Several have lasted years and others have only lasted 6 months. One thing was clear, we wanted to choose an agency based in the UK.
The problem
As part of the procurement team, we are always looking for a fine balance between quality and value. Finding the best value for money website design agency is not easy. Due to the nature of the industry, there is not one main player and the sector is flooded with freelancers and micro-businesses. This means that you often don’t know who exactly is building the website, how the project is managed and what sort of methods are being adopted to cut corners and keep costs down. After all, most designers and developers will be aiming to work to at least £40-60 per hour. If you’re paying less than this, the chances are that the work is being outsourced abroad. If not, it’s likely the whole design is a pure template.
This posed a particular challenge for us as our website needed to be multi-lingual and extremely fluid. We haven’t always had a content writer who can speak English and Spanish. This meant that the website needed to be able to quickly switch from different languages. If we’d only written an article in English, a reader in Spanish could then still see the article.
The requirement
Although time and budget were not the primary constraints, we needed the website development to managed effectively. Due to Nexso having a number of stakeholders, there was no way which we could work on a telephone only basis.  We needed edits, suggestions and creatives to be approved by various different members of the team.
We also needed to make sure that the platform which we were working with would be open-source. This was so that if the relationship deteriorated with the agency, we could take the website elsewhere. Based on conversations with other businesses, we opted to choose the CMS which we were going to have the website built on and went with WordPress.
This CMS is now widely acknowledged as being the largest in the world and as such there was no shortage of designers of developers who would want to work on the project. Aside from the product itself and the project management, we also needed to make sure that the website designers were based in the UK, primarily to ensure that we received the best service and also because they would then be in the same time zone and under United Kingdom laws. If the project was to take a u-turn and fail, providing we were dealing with a professional agency, we would be able to recover the costs.
The solution
We shortlisted three agencies which had been reviewed internally and decided to go with a website design company based in Camberley, Surrey. They are known as Cheap Web Design (https://www.cheapwebdesign.co.uk) and have been operating for over 7 years. We could find this information out based on Companies House which is the governing body for UK Businesses. This also gave us peace of mind that the operations of the business were smooth and we were less likely to run into issues. If we had a problem with the CMS or WordPress, we would have the option to return to the company for assistance.
Overall, they were fantastic. The website has been built purely on open-source code and is available in English, Brazilian and Spanish. It’s extremely simple to navigate and we’ve also set up varying user accounts for different authors to post articles. This has been a massive time-saver for the entire team.
We decided not to host with the company. This was not because we were unhappy, but because we wished to have full control over the website. In the event that it needed changing with little/no notice, our team could handle it.
Overall the website designers which worked on the team were a pleasure to work with. We would recommend them to anyone across the globe, not just to other businesses in the UK.
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